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Elementary School 

Large Group Script 

Game On 

Week 5 

Week 5 – Elementary  
Large Group Script 

 
Need to Know 
I Will Keep On Doing the Right Thing! 

 

Bible Story 
Paul’s Nephew Helps 

Acts 23:12-35 

 
Characters: 

 MachoMuscles3255 - (“Macho”) Macho’s avatar is the strongest in any video game. 

Need to knock down a building? No problem. Bicep curls with a spaceship? He does 

that in his sleep. Macho usually makes his way to the next level of a video game through 

sheer force - bulldozing over enemy zombies, body slamming the opposing team’s 

defense, or punching the ground to create an earthquake on the race track. HOWEVER, 

in real life, Macho is not so macho. He’s actually weak and usually gets picked on by the 

bully at school. Macho loves playing video games because he can be whoever he 

wants. What Macho doesn’t realize is that he’s hiding the gifts he really has - clever 

strategizing, surprisingly good rhythm, and great coordination.  
 

 Think a mixture between the Incredible Hulk and Wreck-It Ralph for Macho’s 

avatar personality. 
 

 In real life, though, think of him like the Karate Kid or Lindsey Lohan in Mean Girls 

(Before becoming part of the clique) 

 

 Speedy98MPH - (“Speedy”) Speedy’s avatar is super sonic fast. He can make it through 

an entire level by the time you turn your video game console on! Speedy always relies on 

his speed to get him through the levels, whether it’s racing or speeding around his 

opponent until they pass out from dizziness! HOWEVER, in real life, Speedy does 

everything slowly and methodically. He walks slowly, talks slowly, and even eats 

chocolate brownies slowly! Speedy is kind of like the tortoise in The Tortoise and the Hare. 

While he’s slow, he’s steady. He’s persistent and precise, making sure everything is done 

right. He also shows great self-control, which has saved him a few times from charging 

straight into something with no plan! 
 

 Think of the Flash or Speedy Gonzales (the cartoon) for Speedy’s avatar 

personality 
 

 In real life, though, think of him like Sour Bill from Wreck-It Ralph or Turbo before 

the fuel injection 

 

 GameSlayer001 - (villain, video character) GameSlayer is one of the best video game 

hackers in the world. He has never come up against a game that he can’t beat...but 

that doesn’t mean he beats it in the right way. His specialty is hacking into the game and 

using cheat codes or glitches to make his way to the final level. All gamers know who he 

is and avoid facing off with him when they can. GameSlayer’s ultimate goal is to make it 

to the Masters of Gaming Competition, but everyone else knows that if he makes it, he 
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will ruin all the games! GameSlayer is selfish, mean, and lazy. 

 

Props: 

 Water - Offstage, on the side without the tunnel 

 

PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Counter 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Teaching (Logo w/ Teaching Music) 

 

Worship leader(s) take stage. 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Hey everyone! Welcome back to Game On! I am LOVING that we get to see what it’s like to 

actually be INSIDE a video game - I never thought I would be able to do that! Well, last week we 

learned from Macho and Speedy that we can keep on praying. Let me hear you say “Whoop 

whoop” if you prayed this week? (allow response) 

 

That’s so great! I can’t wait to see this new level and find out what Macho and Speedy get to 

do this week! So get ready and count down with me: 3...2...1...ACTION! 

 

Worship leader(s) exit. 

 

 

ACT 1: Level Four, Finally! 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Opener    

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Wk5_Fart SFX (Fart SFX w/ Menu Screen) 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Acting 13 (Menu Screen) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

SPEEDY and MACHO enter, SPEEDY is reacting to MACHO’s fart in the tunnel. 

 

SPEEDY 

(Releasing breath, as if having held it in for a long time) Wheeeeeew! Macho! You canNOT do 

that again! I’m pretty sure my nose hairs are on fire! (Pinching nose, breathing through nose to 

check for fire) What did you eat earlier? Cuz the smell that came out of (pointing to Macho’s 

butt) THERE smelled like a skunk threw up a fish taco! 

 

MACHO 

(Waving hand, not caring what Speedy says) Whatever. You’re overreacting! Look, we’re here 

(turning toward screen and gesturing as if showing off their location) at level 

foooouuuu...oooooh NO! (Pointing to progress bar) HOW does GameSlayer keep staying ahead 

of us? I don’t get it! He’s already on level FIVE! 
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SPEEDY 

(Looking at the progress bar on screen) Seriously! He’s always just barely ahead of us!  

 

MACHO 

(Turning back toward kids, pouting) Sometimes, I wish that we could use cheat codes and 

glitches like he does to catch up.  

SPEEDY 

(Comforting Macho) I know, but we already agreed that we’d keep on working hard, and we 

all know that cheating is never the right thing to do anyways. I’m sure everything will work out if 

we just keep on doing the right thing. 

 

MACHO 

(Agreeing, getting into game mode) Well then that just means it’s game ON! We’ve gotta catch 

up to GameSlayer today! Level six is the final boss level, and if he wins that, then he wins the 

whole game and gets to go to MOG! (To audience) You know, the Masters of Gaming 

Competition. I’m sure we can win this level in no time, so let’s START! 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk 5_Start Transition 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Acting 14 (Cart Craft) 

 

MACHO 

(Looking around) Ok cool. So level four is another Cart Craft level, like on level one. (Confused) 

I’ve never made it this far, so is this level any different than the first time we played it? You know, 

like we race grocery carts instead? (Getting into it, pretending to drive a grocery cart) I’ve 

always wanted to speed past the pickles and race past the ice cream! (Stopping, getting 

serious) As long as no one throws any banana peels in my way! 

 

SPEEDY 

(Explaining) That WOULD be awesome, but that dream isn’t going to come true on this level, 

Macho. You see, here gamers have to compete against each other. We just make our own 

carts, then race around the track, (sadly) but only the winner gets to level up.  

 

MACHO 

(Clarifying) So wait, you’re saying that you and I have to compete? (Pausing to think) Noooo... 

I’m sure we can come up with another solution. (Formulating a plan) What if you and I tie? Then 

we’ll BOTH get to level up!  

 

(Walking over to table) I’ll just have to keep myself from speeding off. Since you don’t have your 

avatar’s usual speed, that means it’ll be a slooooow, looooong race.  

 

SPEEDY 

(Touched) Really? You’d would go slow just for me?! I’m so touched! (Joining Macho at table) I 

like that plan! By tying, we’ll both level up, and we can keep on helping each other get closer to 

the prize!  

 

MACHO 

(Looking around for build mode button) Well then let’s do this! (Presses build mode button)  

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Menu (Cart Craft Menu) 
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SPEEDY 

(Looking at menu on screen) We don’t need any tips and tricks this time! Let’s just go ahead and 

start building! (Moving hand, as if selecting “Start Building” on the menu)  

 

 

ACT 2: Game Interruption 
 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Build (Start Building) 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Wk5_Cart Video (Build Two Carts, 30sec) 

 

MACHO (during video) 

(Moving hands and blocks to look like he/she is building) So what’s your strategy? Are you 

making the body of your cart first or the tires? 

 

SPEEDY (during video) 

(Moving hands and blocks to look like he/she is building) I’m gonna go with the body of the cart 

first. I’m glad we did this before on level one, because I’m way better at it now!  

 

MACHO (during video)  

(Moving hands and blocks) Ok, the body of mine is done! Now I just have to add the tires, and 

I’ll be ready for the race track! 

 

SPEEDY (during video) 

(Moving hands and blocks, making small talk) So speaking of race track, do you think 

GameSlayer did anything to mess up this level? I’m worried he might have done something to 

the track or even to our cart supplies. 

 

MACHO (during video)  

(Moving hands and blocks, looking around table while working) It looks like all our cart supplies 

are here. I guess we’ll have to wait and find out if GameSlayer did anything to the track. (Sitting 

back, as if finished with cart) Well, my cart’s done! I’m ready to go! 

 

SPEEDY (during video) 

(Looking at table, pretending to look at cart) Me too! So let’s get to the -- (gets interrupted by 

voice) 

  

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Mom (Mom V/O) 

 

Mom 

Sweetie pie! I’m headed to the store! I’ve got to get going, so can you come change your 

brother’s diaper? It’s a REAL doosie! You’ll probably want some gloves! And some air freshener! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Acting 14 (Cart Craft) 

 

MACHO 

(Moving away from Speedy) Uhhh...what was that? 

 

SPEEDY 

(Reluctant) That was my mom. She’s calling to me from outside the game. I guess I need to go 

help my mom and change my brother’s diaper. (Starts to exit) 
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MACHO 

(Grabbing Speedy’s arm) Wait! You can’t go NOW! We’re in the middle of a game! If you leave, 

you’ll delay us even more than we already are. Our chances of catching up to GameSlayer 

may be gone forever! 

 

SPEEDY 

(Pulling arm away) No, Macho, I know that the right thing to do is to obey my mom, even 

though we’re in the middle of a game. (Confident) Look, I’ll be right back! Maybe while I’m 

gone, you can check out the bird’s eye view of the race track to see if GameSlayer DID 

sabotage anything! 

 

MACHO 

(Giving in) Oh, all right! Fine! But hurry back! 

 

SPEEDY 

(Exiting to the side WITHOUT the tunnel, walking very slowly) Ok, I will! I’ll be back in a flash! 

 

MACHO 

(Watching Speedy walk slowly) Uhhhh...sure ya will! I’ll just start looking at the race track! 

 

SPEEDY finally makes it offstage. While there, he/she will spray face with water to make it look 

like the little brother peed on him/her. 

 

MACHO 

(Turning to face screen, puts hand up and taps the air, as if controlling the screen with hand) 

Let’s have a look at this race track. 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Racetrack View (Cart Craft Track) 

 

MACHO 

(Moving head as if looking around the track, not seeing the detour yet) Ok...looks 

good...yep...nothing strange here...all I see is… (Seeing detour) WOAH! What is this? A secret 

detour?  
 

(Moving closer to the screen, pointing out detour) But it doesn’t look like this detour goes 

anywhere! (Backing away from screen so kids can see) Can any of you see what this detour 

leads to? (Allow responses) 

 

(Facing kids, thinking) Hmmm…I would think that taking it would actually wreck your cart. 

(Realizing) THAT must be what GameSlayer did! He installed a secret detour so that Speedy and I 

would take it! (Prideful) He should’ve known he was messing with a pro! I see what he’s doing! I 

can’t wait for Speedy to come back so I can tell him/her what I found! 

 

(Waiting several seconds, sitting down on the ground to pout, looking offstage to where Speedy 

went, getting impatient and frustrated) Ugghhh! WHAT is taking him/her so long? Working with 

Speedy kind of seems to be cramping my style. I mean he/she is SO slow! I might just be better 

off on my own. 
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(Suddenly getting an idea) That’s it! I would be better off on my own! I’m just going to keep this 

secret detour a SECRET. Then, he/she will take it, and I’ll go on to win the level! From there, I’ll 

easily catch up to GameSlayer, beat him, and go on to the Masters of Gaming Competition all 

by myself!  

 

 

ACT 3: Macho Wins the Race 
 

SPEEDY enters slowly.  

 

SPEEDY 

(Disgusted) Macho, I’m back! And changing that diaper was DEFINITELY worse than being in the 

tunnel with your smells! 

 

MACHO 

(Standing up, seeing Speedy’s face) What happened? Are you sweating from changing a 

diaper? 

 

SPEEDY 

(Embarrassed) Oh no. That’s not sweat. 

 

MACHO 

(Stifling a laugh) Nooooo! Did your brother --  

 

SPEEDY 

(Interrupting) Yes. Yes he did pee on me. And I’d rather not talk about it. (Using sleeve to wipe 

face) So let’s change subjects. Did you look at the race track? Did GameSlayer do anything to 

it? 

 

MACHO 

(Playing it off as if he/she isn’t lying) Nope! Nothing out of the ordinary! We’ll just go around the 

race track and be done! Are you ready?  

 

SPEEDY 

(Confident) Of course I am! Let’s go!  

 

MACHO 

(To kids) Don’t forget that you can help us make it around the race track quickly by making 

noise! The louder YOU are the faster WE can race! Let me hear how loud you can get! (Allow 

responses, and then reacting) WOW! I think we’ll be good to go, Speedy! They’re gonna help 

me...I mean US win this level in no time! 

 

SPEEDY and MACHO exit to the side without the tunnel. 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Race Video 1 (Cart Craft Race) 

 

SPEEDY (from offstage) 

(At end of race) PAUSE! 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Acting 10 

 

SPEEDY and MACHO enter. SPEEDY looks all beat up and sad. MACHO is excited and bragging. 
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MACHO 

(Being prideful) I did it! I won! (Imitating Speedy) Aw man! You saw that detour and you said, 

(pretending to steer onto detour and making car noises) “BrrrRrrrrr…(brake noise) errrrr!!! (Crash 

noise) Kaboooshhh!”  

 

SPEEDY 

(Angry) Macho! Did you know that secret detour was there? If you knew, why didn’t you tell me? 

Don’t you think that helping me would’ve been the right thing to do?  

 

MACHO 

(Doesn’t understand why Speedy is making a big deal) Well maybe. (Trying to justify self) But I just 

got so tired of waiting for you that I figured I might be better off on my own. I have always 

wanted to be an official Masters of Gaming member, and to win that by myself would be 

awesome! Now for my trophy! UNPAUSE! 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Trophy Video 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

  

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Wk5_Bible Story 

 

You have completed the level! You may have won, but you didn’t win by doing the right thing. 

Before you level up there’s someone you need to meet!  

 

There was once a man named Paul who was put in prison for telling others about Jesus. Some 

mean guys didn’t like this so they came up with a secret plan to have Paul killed. They wanted 

the prison commander to bring Paul to him and ask him a few questions. Their plan was to 

attack and kill Paul as he was on his way to talk to the commander. Paul’s nephew found out 

about the secret plan and knew he had to tell Paul. He ran and told Paul all about the plan of 

attack. Paul told his nephew that he did the right thing by telling him, but he had to keep going. 

Paul needed his nephew to go and tell the commander. So he called for a prison guard to take 

his nephew to the commander! The guard brought Paul’s nephew to the commander at once 

and the commander asked, “What is it you want to tell me?” The young man told the 

commander about the secret plan, that there was a group of Jews that wanted to kill Paul. The 

commander immediately ordered the two guards to have Paul moved to another location that 

night so Paul would be safe from harm.  

 

Paul’s nephew knew that the right thing to do was to tell someone about the secret plan, and 

because he did, Paul was protected from the people who wanted to kill him.  

 

When we read God’s word, the Bible, God tells us the right thing to do. Sometimes doing the 

wrong thing may seem easier, but God wants us to keep on doing the right thing.  Now you’re 

ready for the next level! 
  

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Acting 14 (Cart Craft) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
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ACT 4: Conviction 
 

MACHO 

(Convicted, reacting to video, kind of sheepish at first) Wow. Sooooo I know that I definitely did 

NOT do the right thing by keeping that detour a secret. (Turning to Speedy) I should have helped 

you out. Not only did I risk you getting hurt in the crash, but I also went back on my word to tie 

with you on this level. I’m sorry, Speedy.  (Hopeful) Can you forgive me? 

 

SPEEDY 

(Thinking for a second, still hurt by what Macho did) Wellll...(giving in, happy again) yeah. Of 

course I forgive you, Macho! I know doing the right thing isn’t always easy. 

 

MACHO 

(Getting an idea) Hey! I know how to do the right thing RIGHT now! (Moving to stand under user 

name) RESTART! (Falls over as if dead) 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Acting 15 (Cart Craft) 

 

MACHO 

(Popping up, as if getting a new life) There! Now I reset myself on this level, which means I 

haven’t won. What do ya say we race again? This time, I’ll drive your cart that’s all beat up from 

the crash. You can drive my cart. (Pausing, teasing) And then MAYBE we’ll go the same speed. 

 

SPEEDY 

(Accepting Macho’s jab, being good hearted about it) Ha-ha. I know I’m not as fast as my 

avatar, (confident) but you don’t know what kind of racing tricks I have up my sleeves. Let’s just 

go race so we can level up before GameSlayer goes any farther! 

 

SPEEDY and MACHO exit. 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_Race Video 2 (Cart Craft Race) 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Acting 15 (Cart Craft) 

 

SPEEDY and MACHO enter - MACHO is several steps ahead of SPEEDY, who is moving in slow 

motion. 

 

MACHO 

 (Pointing to the tunnel) C’mon, Speedy! The tunnel is open! (To the audience) You guys can 

help us get through the tunnel by jumping over the blue obstacles and ducking under the 

orange ones! (Crawling into tunnel first) 

 

SPEEDY 

(Still moving slowly) I’m coming! (Taking several seconds to cross the stage) Still coming! Almost 

there! (Finally making it to the tunnel and going through)  

 

Worship leaders take stage. They encourage kids to stand up and follow along with the video 

instructions. When the video starts, Worship Leaders face the screen and lead the way in 

following the instructions in the video. 
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LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Song (“Another Level”) 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_To Be Continued... 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: GO_ES_Teaching (Logo w/ Teaching Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Man, that GameSlayer is always trying to mess things up for them. I wasn’t sure that they were 

both going to make it through! Let’s take a look back at what happened today. 
 

 Did Speedy leave the game to go eat dinner, or because his/her mom asked him/her to? 

(Speedy’s mom asked him/her to) Was obeying and helping his/her mom the right thing to 

do? (Yes) 

 When Speedy left, would it have been easy for Macho to level up on his own and leave 

Speedy behind? (Yes!) Yes, but that would NOT have been the right thing to do! Sometimes 

doing the right thing is so much harder, but it will ALWAYS be better in the end! 

 If you can do the right thing and forgive others when they don’t do the right thing, let me hear 

you shout, “Game On!” (Game On!) 

 Awesome! Now in today’s Bible story, Paul’s nephew did the right by telling his uncle the 

secret he heard, but did he quit doing the right thing after that? (No) That’s right! Paul’s 

nephew kept on doing the right thing by obeying his uncle and going to tell the commander! 
 

It’s not always easy to do the right thing. But I’m sure that Macho will need Speedy’s help in the 

later levels, so doing the right thing will definitely pay off. You can do the right thing too: Like if 

you hear that someone’s going to do something bad, the right thing is to tell an adult or if your 

mom asks you to do something that’s hard, it’s always right to obey and help out! Remember, 

don’t just do the right thing once, but keep on doing it! And that’s what we need to know 

today! Say this after me in your most “macho” voice: (voice optional): 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Wk5_N2K 

 

I Will Keep On (pause for kids to repeat) 

Doing the Right Thing (pause for kids to repeat) 
 

 (Optional Motions) 

 I Will Keep On (Point thumbs to chest) 

 Doing The Right Thing (Hold thumbs up in the air) 
 

That was awesome! Now let’s pray and ask Jesus to help us to do the right thing! 

 

Prayer: Dear Jesus, thank you for forgiving us when we don’t always do the right thing. Help us to 

be strong enough to keep on doing the right thing every day this week. We love you! Amen. 

 

(Dismiss kids) 

 

FIRE: GO_ES_Outro 


